
For an initial enquiry, a chat or to 

reserve a place, contact - 
 

Kim@3DMadeEasy.com 

CPD 
Graphics window rendering,  

Sited Environments  
and Image Based Lighting in  

Autodesk Inventor  

Creating stunning renders with very little effort  

COURSE CONTENT 
Sited Environments 
environments from models and backgrounds 

Backgrounds 
finding, creating and editing suitable back-
grounds 

Setting up the Graphics Window 
aspect, dimensions, zoom, perspective 

Render styles 
choosing and configuring styles 

Graphics window lighting 
using and controlling existing lighting sources 

Image Based Lighting 
what it is and how it's used 

Custom backgrounds 
creating and using custom backgrounds 

Render settings 
get the best output possible 

Exporting renders 
quality, file size, format 

Creative renders 
ideas for stunning renders 

Date 25th January 2018 

Time 9:30-3:30pm 

Venue Newton Mearns 

Num-

bers 

Maximum 10 

Cost £170 per person inc. 

tea/coffee & lunch 
It is possible to create stunning renders using the Autodesk Inventor graphics win-

dow with no need to go anywhere near Inventor Studio. This form of rendering is 

not only quicker and easier for younger pupils in S1 – S3 but is the only way, cur-

rently, to cover the topic of Image Based Lighting for the new Advanced Higher 

Graphics Communications course using Inventor 

This one day intermediate level course covers the creation of sited environments 

using simple assemblies and background images within the graphics window and 

using the graphics window rendering capabilities to quickly create stunning renders. 

It is aimed at those already familiar and comfortable with basic modelling tasks in 

Autodesk Inventor who want to learn how to create impactful, quality renders of 

parts and assemblies without the need to deal with the complexities of Inventor Stu-

dio. 

The content, activities and examples explored during the course are primarily aimed 

at those teaching Higher Graphic Communications and Advanced Higher Graphic 

Communications but are also relevant for those teaching other levels particularly as 

many of the techniques that will be covered are quick, easy and straightforward for 

the creation of renders by pupils from S1 to S3. 

Feedback from the Autodesk Inventor- Lighting, Scenes and Rendering course 

that 3D Made Easy previously ran, and careful consideration of the new Higher and 

Advanced Higher Graphic Communications arrangements has led to the develop-

ment of three new courses to cover the topics of sited environments, rendering and 

appearances (materials): 

Venue and booking 

The session will take place in Park-

lands Country Club , Newton 

Mearns. Parklands is just two 

minutes from J4 of the M77, just 

Those who have previously attended 
the Autodesk Inventor Lighting Scenes 
and Rendering course are encouraged 
to attend this course as it covers in 
much more detail and to a greater 
depth the setup, creation and use of 
graphics window rendering. 
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